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Last year, Trump pulled the U.S. out of the Paris Cli“Regenerative agriculture provides answers to the soil crisis, the food
mate Agreement, claiming the international deal,
crisis, the health crisis, the climate crisis and the crisis of democracy.”
signed
by 195 nations, imposed “wildly unfair environ-Dr. Vandana Shiva
ER
O
I
N
T
A
mental
standards
on American businesses and workers.”
Two of the most serious and intractable crises pressing down on us—
Since
then,
many
city
and state government officials have
in North America, Europe and worldwide—are the immigration crisis
vowed
to
meet
the
Paris
climate
goals, despite lack of support
and climate change.
from
the
federal
government.
Most of the media coverage of these issues until now has focused on the bad
In September, many of these leaders will join business leadnews: “Hottest Year Ever,” “CO2 Concentrations in the Atmosphere Rising,”
ers, investors and civil society leaders in San Francisco for the
“Trump Determined to Build a Wall,” “Thousands of Immigrant Children SepGlobal
Climate Action Summit, to discuss how bold action on
arated from Their Parents and Locked Up,” “Another Boatload of African Refclimate
can go hand-in-hand with “job generation and resilient
ugees Sinks in the Mediterranean,” “Immigration Crisis Polarizes EU.”
economic
growth.”
Unfortunately, there’s been little or no discussion about the interconnected
With
the
federal
government asleep at the wheel, we need state
roots of these crises or most importantly, the good news: that there are posilawmakers
to
recognize
the role agriculture plays in the clitive solutions at hand.
mate
crisis—and
the
potential
role it could play in the climate
Almost nowhere will you find a news story or commentary that connects the
solution.
That’s
why
we’re
asking
you to ask your state officials
dots, as Vandana Shiva puts it, between “the soil crisis, the food crisis, the
to
join
two
important
policy
initiatives
aimed at addressing
health crisis, the climate crisis and the crisis of democracy.”
both
food
and
climate
security.
Yet, not only are these contemporary crises—forced migration, the climate
Last year, the level of carbon dioxide in the earth’s atmosphere
crisis, and others—interconnected, but in fact there are shovel-ready, triedpassed the threshold of 410 parts per million, far surpassing the
and-tested solutions to these mega-problems right under our feet, at the end
350
ppm tipping point scientists warned us about a decade ago.
of our forks and knives and ultimately in the way that we vote, not only at the
We
absolutely have to reduce fossil fuel emissions if we want to
ballot box, but with our consumer dollars. orgcns.org/2zR815r
avert a climate disaster. To that end, many local governments
Who’s Killing Whom?
have wisely joined the GoFossilFree.org initiative.
But
transitioning to alternative renewable energy sources alone
In her latest exposé on Monsanto’s attack on scientists, Stacy Malkan, co-diwon’t
get us where we need to be, fast enough. We have to go
rector of U.S. Right to Know, quotes from an email sent by a former Kraft
fossil
free
and draw down the carbon already in the atmosphere.
Foods scientist to a former Syngenta scientist who said he’d “been fighting
How?
By
transitioning
to regenerative food, farming and landIARC forever!!! :)” The Kraft “scientist” then goes on to say:
use
practices.
And
that
will require big policy changes.
“Foods and ag are under siege since Glyphosate in March 2015. We all need to
Take
Action:
orgcns.org/2LpoaUn
gather somehow and expose IARC, as you guys did in the paper. Next priorities are all food ingredients: aspartame, sucralose, dietary iron, B-carotene,
GMO Kids?
BPA, etc. IARC is killing us!”
Seventeen-year-old
William Nuñez can’t walk or talk, and has
Oh, the Irony. Scientists, not toxic weedkillers, are “killing us?”
to
be
fed
through
a
tube
in his stomach.
IARC refers to the World Health Organization’s International Agency for
Five-year-old
Lucas
Texeira
suffers from a severe and incurable
Research on Cancer. The agency published a report, in 2015, stating that glyskin
condition.
phosate, the active ingredient in Monsanto’s Roundup herbicide, is a probable
Lucas Krauss has congenital microcephaly, epilepsy, delayed
human carcinogen.
motor and mental development, multiple muscular atrophy
According to Malkan, the IARC expert panel decision to classify glyphosate as
and
numerous related pathologies.
“probably carcinogenic to humans” created a rallying point for the panel’s foes
What
do these children have in common? Their fathers, all
to gather forces. A key Monsanto document, uncovered as part of the ongoing
farmers
working in Latin America, were exposed to agricultrial involving a 49-year-old terminally ill man suing Monsanto for knowingly
tural
pesticides
that likely damaged their DNA, increasing the
exposing him to health risks, reveals Monsanto’s plan of attack: discredit the
risk
of
cancer,
birth
defects and neurological disorders in the
cancer scientists with the help of allies across the food industry.
children
they
later
fathered.
Malkan writes: Monsanto’s public relations plan assigned 20 corporate staffThey also have this in common: Their mothers are fighting for
ers to prepare for the IARC carcinogenicity report on glyphosate, with objecjustice for their kids.
tives including “neutralize impact,” “establish public perspective on IARC,”
“Genetically
Modified Children,” a new one-hour documentary,
“regulator outreach,” “ensure MON POV” and “engage industry associations” in
exposes
how
Philip Morris and Monsanto have exploited gen“outrage.”
erations
of
impoverished
Argentinian farmers since 1996, when
Industry associations would have a hard time manufacturing “outrage” that
the
Argentinian
government
authorized the use of genetically
could come even close to the outrage Monsanto’s victims—and all of us—
engineered
crops
to
withstand
the use of Monsanto’s Roundup
experience with each new revelation to come out of this trial.
weedkiller.
orgcns.org/2uvbEJ8
orgcns.org/2Ns7CIH
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